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“Do not wait to strike till the iron is hot;
but make it hot by striking.”

DO A MADONNA!™
Discover the Secret to Successful Branding

William Butler Yeats
Vicky Vaughan
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Introduction

Thank you for buying this book. You should pat yourself
on the back and shake what your mama gave you because
you are now well on the way to discovering the secret to
successful business branding.
DO A MADONNA!™ is a book written for business
owners and potential business owners and can be used a
refresher guide for owners of established businesses of
all sizes.
A bit about me

I am the owner of an award-winning creative agency called
The Brand Surgery. We have also helped many businesses
(local and national) to win prestigious marketing awards.
I wrote this book because I was frustrated with meeting
business owners who depended on their logo as a lifeline
for business success. A logo and other marketing collateral
are sales aids and can pre-sell your business if they are
good. For business success, you need to understand that
branding is everything to do with your business. Your
personal brand is as important as your business brand and
it includes everything you do from the moment you wake
up to the moment you go to bed.
So what is a brand and why am I using Madonna as an
analogy? The answer is easy. A brand is your potential
customers’ experience or memory of your service or
product – and your business. And I have used Madonna
as an analogy because she has re-branded herself and
stayed interesting. Madonna’s attention to detail has
12
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ensured that her brand image has remained immaculate
– appealing to thousands of fans across the world.
Madonna’s albums are more popular than ever and she
still sells hundreds of thousands of tickets worldwide!
Now it’s over to you. If you are setting up in business, or
already own a business, it’s time to remember why you
went or are going into business. Have you been made
redundant? Did you see a gap in the market? Did you
think that you could run a business better than your
old boss? Did you inherit your business? Whatever the
reason, if you value your business, you need to shine from
within. Your attitude, your self-worth and your beliefs will
be reflected in your business brand, so it is best to nip any
problems in the bud now – before you invest your house
or life savings into your business.
Now, Madonna is an entity and a business all on her
own. She has been going strong since 1983, when she
released Madonna, her first album. That is twenty-seven
years of international success! This is why I believe that
all businesses can learn from Madonna’s ingenious rebranding. This constant evolving, combined with my secret
formula to branding success, ensures that you are well on
the way to world domination!
My book, DO A MADONNA!™ is made up of ten
essential steps which can be applied to all the stages of
your branding pipeline – whatever industry your business
serves. For ease, I have summarised the pipeline into five
simple steps. However, each stage of this pipeline can be
expanded into further stages.
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The DO A MADONNA!™ pipeline stages are:

•

Branding your business before you meet the
potential customer

•

Branding yourself for your first meeting

•

Branding your business to maintain interest
and good memories

•

Branding your customers’ expectations
upon a sale

•

Branding your after-sales care and repeat business

Only the fittest businesses will survive in today’s economic
climate, and this essential ten-step guide includes branding
advice from advertising to customer care, sales tips,
networking and fulfilling brand promises. Learning from
mistakes is often the best way of learning, so we have
included some of the biggest national branding blunders
and victories which have happened over the years. I
have also included scenarios and case studies of smaller
business branding situations – both good and bad – to
help you on your way.

Luxury or necessity?

Branding, not surprisingly, covers all marketing facets of
your business – and you. DO A MADONNA!™ abolishes
the myth that marketing is a luxury. There are many
important points in this book that you need to remember,
but one of the most important is that even if you are
having a temporary cash flow crisis, please do not be
tempted to pull in the reins on your marketing budget.
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FACT: It will cost 500% more to get your business and

brand back on the radar once it slips off. If your business
stops marketing, your presence will disappear and there
is a high probability that your potential clients may take
their business elsewhere – SHOCK! HORROR! – to your
competitors.
I have also included a step called Don’t do a DIY SOS!
Graphic design is an essential part of business and is
needed for marketing collateral, vehicle livery, uniform and
advertising, and much more.
FACT: “Rapidly growing businesses are six times more
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likely than static ones to see design as integral. Great
design has become as important to competitive advantage
as smart technology. In the years ahead, design will
become a basic necessity, a ticket to success in business.”
(Extract from the Cox Review of Creativity in Business, The
Design Council, commissioned by Gordon Brown).
What are you waiting for? The time has come for you to
discover the secret to successful branding.
Don’t be a ‘Beautiful Stranger’. Sit back, read and
enjoy! You know that ‘I’d be Surprisingly Good for
You’!
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